Had this violence affected your life? Because it has to me when I was little I got jumped and think it wasn't funny. And then I would to do something for the school to make them stop the violence but they didn't do nothing about it so now the school has no more violence because what happened to me they saw that there were too much fighting and that was untolerated for the school. And now that no one is good that can not fight or not fight ever again for the rest of the school year. And I think that if people fight something bad happen to a person and if they get hurt the people that was fight is going to get in trouble for making some one bleed or get hurt. But not it because every time some one fight or does something bad that they be dangerous and some on could get hurt and then some one get hurt they regret it but some people show off to their friend and I was some people that does show off to be closer to their friend and that's not cool it best just be fed and do let nothing in your life.
Another thing is that when people fight something bad happens. And then people get hurt and then they regret it but sometimes when you get hurt and some people need to stop because when people don't stop because people are just trying to show off to other people so they could be close to other people and that's not cool because when you get hurt something people could get hurt and when they go to the hospital and the other person get hurt the other person gets scared because they don't want to get in trouble by the teacher and reports it the police comes over and the kids get scared and they wish it never happened but it is too late because when you try to show off well that's what happened when you try to show off.
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